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A relativistic quantum kinetic equation is derived corresponding tothe non-equilibrium extension of the Dirac-Brueckner 
approach for nuclear matter. The equation is of the VUU-type with a self-consistent mean field and collision term. 
From recent studies of equilibrium properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei it has become clear that 
besides a microscopic quantum many-body approach like the Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone m thod, also relativ- 
ity is an important ingredient to describe the observables correctly. This observation leads one to find a relativ- 
istic quantum kinetic equation, i.e. a non-equilibrium formulation of the aforementioned equilibrium theory. 
The general cornerstones for such a formulation can be found in the work of Martin and Schwinger [ 1 ], 
Kadanoff  and Baym [ 2 ] (non-relativistic kinetic theory) and de Groot et al. [ 3 ] (relativistic kinetic theory). 
In this paper we present he derivation of a relativistic kinetic equation, starting from a one-boson-exchange 
(OBE) nucleon-nucleon i teraction lagrangian. The derivation itself is very much along the same lines as we 
pursued in the non-relativistic case [ 4 ]. In both cases the crucial step is a specific truncation of the hierarchy of 
equations of motion. The OBE-interaction is the result of the exchange of scalar (o, 8), vector (o, p) and 
pseudo-vector (n, 11 ) mesons. From the effective lagrangian density [ 5 ] we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange 
equations: 
( iT, ,&-M)~u= [2s0s +i(2pv/2M)~5~,,(0~'~pv) +;tvy~,0v ~ + (2'v/2M)a~,~( OUO~v) ]V, ( 1 ) 
(r-q+m~)~s = -~.sgT~u, ([7 +m~v)0pv = -i(2ov/2M)Ou(g;%7~'~u), (2,3) 
0 ,F""+ m 2~0~' =2 v g77*'~u - (2'v/2M) 0 ~ (~/a"u~/) (4) 
with 
F""=O"d"v--O"O{'. (5) 
In these equations we see that meson fields and nucleon fields are coupled. However, for this particular form of 
the interaction lagrangian, there is a nice method, due to Wilets et al. [ 6 ], to eliminate the meson fields formally 
from the problem. One inverts the meson equations of motion (2 ) - (4 )  and substitute the solutions into the 
equation of motion for the nuclear field, eq. ( 1 ). Denoting by the label 1, 2, ..., a four-vector and a spinor 
component (x~, t~, c~t ), (x2, t2, oz2) ... and summing and integrating over repeated indices, the result reads 
S(1, 1')  ~u( l ' )=  < 12[ V I 1"2" > ¢(2)  ~u(2") v / ( l " ) ,  (6) 
where 
<121VI1 '2 '>=- /~(1 ,  l ' ,OgS(~,~' )F~(2 ,2 ' ,~ ' )+[0~/ -~(1 ,  l ' ,O]gO~(~,~ ' )  [0~./-~,v(2,2',~')] 
- [F~,( 1, 1', ~) -O~F~,j,( 1, 1', ~) l g"v"(~, ~' ) [/~,(2, 2', ~' ) - 0~,Fv;(2, 2',  ~' ) l, (7) 
and furthermore we used 
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S( 1, 1') = (iT,,O"-M),,,;d4(xl -x'j ), ([Z¢+m~)gS'pV(~, ') =d(~- f f '  ), (8,9) 
(g"'[3¢- 0"0" +g"'m v)g,,,(~, ~' ) = 0~J 3 (~-  ~' ) , 2  v /'J (1, 1' , ~)~_.FJ(~4(Xl-Xrl)(~4(Xl-X~), ( 10,11 )
v v '  t F~=2~, F~,=2v~,~,, Ft,,=(2v/2M)a~,,, F~=i(2p~/2M)~'57t, • 
Since in the V-matrix element (7) the F are vertices and the gJ are meson Green's functions this matrix element 
is exactly the OBE interaction. While in actual calculations of the OBE-interaction retardation is usually ne- 
glected, here it is still taken into account. Form factors are not included here but can be inserted in a straightfor- 
ward way. The equation of motion of  the nucleon field equation (6) is now expressed only in terms of other 
nucleon fields and it is this property that enables us to construct a hierarchy of nucleon Green's functions. 
Let us first define the anti-causal respectively causal N-particle Green's function 
G~,.,.(1...N, I'...N' )= (1/i)~ ( OolTa,c(V(1)...q/(N)(t(N' )...¢( I' ) ) IOo ) (12) 
and their correlation functions 
G > (1...N, l'...N')=(1/i)~'(Ool~t(1)...~(N)#(N')...~(l')l~)o>, 
G < (1...N, 1,...N,)=(i)N(Ool~(l')...(t(N')~u(N)..4/(1)lOo), (13,14) 
with T ..... the anti-chronological respectively chronological time ordering operator and [ 0o) the asymptotic ini- 
tial state of  the heavy-ion reaction. Note that we work in the Heisenberg picture where the time-dependent field- 
operators describe the time development of the system. In this case the correlation function G ~ describes the 
particle distribution and thus is the appropriate quantity to express the kinetic equation in. Its equation of 
motion is most elegantly given in the real-time formalism developed by Keldysh [7] and Craig [8 ]. In this 
formalism one defines Green's functions G on a directed contour C which runs from time -~ to + Qo on the 
upper branch of the real time axis and then from time + oo to - oo on the lower branch of it. Green's functions 
defined on contour C have the foregoing functions ( 12 ) - (14)  as special cases. The N-particle contour Green's 
function is defined as 
_G( 1...N, I '...N' ) = ( 1/i )~'< 0o I P (q/( 1 ) . . .~(N)#(N'  )...¢( l '  ) ) 10o >. ( 15 ) 
The path-ordering operator P orders the field operators along contour C in such a way that field operators "later" 
on the contour are put to the left of"earl ier" ones. The sign convention is similar to that of T a.c. The special 
cases show up when we pin down the branches of the times involved. For instance if in the one-body Green's 
function G( 1, 1' ) we take both times on the upper branch we get the causal Green's function GO( 1, 1' ). The 
equations--of motion of  these very general Green's functions form a hierarchy, since the equation of motion of  
the N-particle Green's function is given in terms of the (N-  1 )-particle and (N+ 1 )-particle Green's function. 
Formally it is similar to the so-called Martin-Schwinger hierarchy [ 1 ]. The first equation of it has the form **1 
S(1, 1" )G( I " ,  1 ' )=_3(1 -  1') - i<  121_VI 1"2"> G( l "2" ,  1'2+).  (16) 
The underlining of  the functions indicate that these functions are now defined on contour C and the repeated 
indices are now integrated over contour C. For the matrix elements of S and V, the underlining indicates that in 
their definitions (8) and ( 1 1 ), the delta function ~4 (X  1 __Xtl ) is replaced by 5~(x~ -x'~ ). We can formally re- 
write (16) as a Dyson equation 
_S(1, 1")GG(", l ' )=_&(1- l ' )+X(1 ,  I " )_G( I " ,  1'), (17) 
where the mass operator X is given by 
~ The + sign in (16) indicates a point infinitesimal further on the contour. The delta function is defined as d( 1 - 1' ) =d( 1 - 1' ) if both 
tj and t'j are on the upper branch, d( 1 - 1' ) = -5( 1 - 1' ) if both t~ and t'~ are on the lower branch, 5( 1 - 1' ) =0 in other cases. 
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_Z(1, l ' )=- i (  121VI 1"2" ) G( l "2" ,  1"2 + ) _GG-I(1 '', 1' ). (18) 
From eq. ( 17 ) we see that if we find an expression for the mass operator we have solved the whole problem. Eq. 
(18) gives the relation of this mass operator to the two-particle Green's function. For the latter, one can obtain 
an approximate expression, directly from the Martin-Schwinger hierarchy. To that end we form a differential 
equation for two two-particle Green's function, linearise the equation by factorising the appearing higher-order 
Green's functions and solve the linear equation subject to a boundary condition [5,9 ]. This boundary condition 
we take to be Boltzmann's assumption of molecular chaos, since we believe that it is one of the basic elements 
of a Boltzmann-like kinetic equation. Upon substituting the approximate solution for the two-particle Green's 
function into equation ( 18 ), we find for the mass-operator 
_Z'(1, l ' )=- i ( ( lZ l _T I  1'2' ) -  (12I_TI2' 1 ' ) )  G(2', 2+), (19) 
where the generalized T-matrix is the solution of 
( 12 [_T] 1'2' ) = ( 12 I_VI 1' 2' ) + i (  12 ]_V I 1"2" ) _G_G( 1", 1") G(2", 2" )  ( 1'"2" [_T[ 1'2' ). (20) 
Eq. (19) gives the mass-operator in the so-called T-approximation [ 2]. Together with the Dyson equation ( 17 ) 
it solves the problem. This T-matrix equation, defined on the time-directed contour C, has again four compo- 
nents which describe the effective interaction as well as the collision dynamics. Though not apparently clear 
from expression (20), the intermediate states of the effective interaction respect the Pauli-principle in the cor- 
rect way. This can be inferred from the explicit form of the equation for the effective interaction (eq. (45)), 
which follows directly from the expression (20). We remark that the Green's functions appearing in ( 17 ), ( 19 ) 
and (20) are the same, thus we deal with a self-consistent set of equations. Furthermore, it is a conserving 
approximation i  the sense of Baym [ 10 ]. To obtain our kinetic equation we first introduce retarded ( + ) and 
advanced ( - ) functions by 
F~-+~(1, l ' )=F~(1 ,  I ' ) - F>(1 ,  l ' )=F~(1 ,  l ' ) - F " (1 ,  1'). (21) 
With these definitions we find from the Dyson equation ( 17 ) the equation of motion for G < 
S(1, 1") G<(1 ", I ' )=S(+) (1 ,  1") G<(1 ", I ' )+X<(1 ,  1") G(-)(1 ", 1'). (22) 
From the Dyson equation ( 17 ) and the definition (21 ) the equation of motion of G ( ± ) can be obtained also 
S(1, 1") G(±)(1 ", 1 ' )=~(1-1 ' )+£' ( -+) (1 ,  1") G(±)(1 ", 1'). (23) 
Note that the time integration ow runs from -~ to oo, since we fixed the time branches. For details we refer 
to refs. [ 5,9 ]. Eqs. (22), (23) and their adjoints, will be the basic equations from now on. The kinetic equation 
is given by the subtraction of eq. (22) and its adjoint. When we separate in this kinetic equation the real and 
imaginary parts o fS  ( -+ ) and G ( -+ ), we get 
iO,,y"G~ +iG i~ y~'0,, - (ReZI+)G~ -G i  ~ ReZ~+~) - (Z'~ Re GI +~ -Re  GI+)Z~) 
=½ [Z~Gi ~ +G~Z~" -S~G~" -G~'Z~ ], 
where ~2 
Z~ = - i  Tr T~2 ~4,2G~, 
(2) 
and 
TI+) _ VI 2 +iV~2Glf)T~ 5) - -  a 1 2  , 
ZI ± ) = - i Tr [ T 13 ) d12G~ + T ~2 ~¢~ 2 G~ -T- )] 
(2) 




~2 In these expressions .e/t2 is the anti-symmetrisation operator, defined as .~/12 = 1 - .~2, where !~12 interchanges particle 1 and 2. 
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Together with the expressions for Z ~ + ) and X ~, which can be inferred from ( 19 ) and (20), eq. (24) constitute 
the kinetic equation. However, its non-local character makes it a highly unpractical equation. For this reason we 
switch to the Wigner representation. The Wigner representation f.,.,~ (p, R) for a function F.,.~ (x~, x'~ ) is 
defined by introducing new variables R= ½ (x~ +X'l ), r=x~ -x'~ and Fourier transforming only the latter one 
f~,,~ (p, R) = jd4rexp(ipr)F~,~; (R+r/2, R-r~2). (27) 
Terms in which a product of two functions appears, like in eq. (24), we approximate by taking only the first- 
order contribution i  the gradients ~3 
(f®g)~,c~'~ (P, R ) -f~,,~;, (p, R )g,~;,~,~ (p,R ) + ½ i {f~,~;, (p, R ), g~;,,~; (p, R ) }, (28) 
based on the assumption of slowly varying disturbances [ 2 ]. 
We now change from spinor to spin-representation as follows. Here we restrict ourselves, in accordance with 
the standard Dirac-Brueckner theory [ 11 ], to positive-energy spinors only (a  is the spinor index, r labels the 
spin z-component) ~4 
2 
G.~ (p,R)=i ~ ft'~(p,R) ~'~ (p,R)A(p,R)20(p~)Fr" (p,R), (29) 
r , r '=  [ 
2 
GS.(p,R) i ~ ~'.(p,R)~' u, (p, R)A(p, R) [~,-20(p~)F ~' (p, R) ]. (30) 
r , r '  : I 
The factor 2 is introduced to be consistent with the standard spin-representation [3 ]. Compared to that one, 
there are two differences. 
Firstly, we use effective spinors denoted as t7 rather than free ones in the decomposition (29), (30). Effective 
spinors play a crucial role in the Dirac-Brueckner theory of nuclear matter [11 ]. They are solutions of a Dirac 
equation with a self-energy contribution. For nuclear matter this self-energy, which is the real part of the mass 
operator, in general has the following Lorentz structure (the minus sign is conventional: 
Re _r~,)(p, R) =Re _r~(p, R)1.. , -Re(.Sv)~,(p, R)(7~').., (31) 
If we introduce the effective mass M 7) and effective momentum p* as 
Mp =M+Re.S~(p, R), p*"=p"+Re(.Sv)"(p, R), (32,33) 
the Dirac equation we started with turns into a free one, with M~, p*U instead of M, p~'. Consequently, its 
solution, the effective spinor ~, has the same formal appearance as a free spinor only with effective quantities 
M~,, p*~'. 
The second deviation in expressions (29), (30) from the standard ones, is the introduction of the spectral 
function A, known from non-relativistic treatments [ 2 ]. Here its definition is 
i z 
A(p,R)= ~ ~ t~r(p,R)[G>(p,R)-G<(p,R)]~r(p,R) 
r= I 
i " - ~ £ ~(p,R)[G~+)(p,R)-G~-)(p,R)]Ft~(p,R). (34) 
r= l  
Dictated by the commutation relation of the field operators, the spectral function obeys a sum rule, which reads 
f~A(p ,R)  Mp . _  +Mp ] . (35) __  _ E, ,_  [ (p.) 2 .2 1/2 
ET,' 
~3 The Poisson bracket denotes {A, B} = OeA. ORB-- ORA" 0pB. 
,4 We choose the normalisation of the effective spinors according to the covariant way [ 12], i.e. ~r(p, R) t~S(p, R) =~r~. 
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TO find the spectral function, we use the second expression i  the definition (34). We thus have to solve the 
equations of motion of G ( ~ ). Therefore we add eq. (23) and its adjoint, Wigner transform it and take the first- 
order approximation i  the gradients. We obtain 
½i0~R (7~,G( +- )_ G ( + )7u) +p~(y~G ( - + )+G ( +- )7u) _2MG ~+ - )
=2+SI+-)G(+)+G(+-)X(+-)+½i({S (+-), G(+)}+{G(+~,L'(+)}). (36) 
Now we sandwich this equation between effective spinors and invert he resulting equation. The solution reads 
~,.G (± )fir. =&r,.,Mp [p,,p*U-MM~, -XSM~ + (Sv)~,p**'+ ie] - '  (37) 
With this result he spectral function A can be found to be 
A . . . . . . .  f 2i Im(XSMp- (SV)up *") 
tP, t~)=l~ v ~[p,,p*"-MM~, - Re (28~-  ( - -~u) ] -~ [-~m (XSM~: - (Sv),,p "u) 12) . (38) 
Quite analogously to the non-relativistic treatment [ 2 ], we define the quasiparticle approximation appropriate 
if Im (27M~ - (XDep*u) << Re (XSM~ - (Xv)~,p*/'). In that case we obtain for the spectral function 
A(p, R)=2ZtMp6(p*2-M~,2). (39) 
Note that spectral function (39) satisfies our sum rule (35). Now that we obtained this expression for the 
spectral function, we return to the kinetic equation (24). Let us first deal with the LHS. or drift-term of it. From 
the related non-relativistic treatment [ 2 ], it is known that there is a one-to-one correspondence of the functional 
form of the spectral function (38) to the terms in the drift-term. In particular, the last term on the LHS of (24) 
corresponds to the spreading width in the spectral function. Since we neglected this width by taking the quasi- 
particle approximation, we consequently have to set this term zero in the kinetic equation. To write down the 
kinetic equation, we introduce two, to F ~' related functions: 
if"" (p, R ) = 4nO(p~) 6(p.2_ Mp2 )F rr' (p, R ), 
f dpo f '" (p, R ) = -~-~n E~ff'"' (p, R ). (40) 
The current jr, defined as J ' (x )  = - i (7") ,~,G:c , (x ,  x) is expressed in terms o f f  as 
J"(R)=~,. f d3p p.U,.,.. ( -~3 ~,  J tp, ~),  (41) 
from which we conclude that the scalar function fcorresponds to the baryon density. By taking the Wigner- 
transform of (24), together with approximation (28), we obtain after some trivial algebra the exact result 
p,* 0~]~ ff ''' (p ) -  M~, {Re Z'(p),  ffr"'(p)}+p*~{Re(S~)~'(p), ~rr'(p)} : _ _  (RHS). (42) 
Integration of (42) over Po, assuming that there is no mixing of effective positive and negative nergy states 
(O(p'~) and 0( -p ; )  ), gives the final equation ,5 (Ep denotes the single-particle energy Ev=R ~ -Re  So) 
(0r+V,,Ep. VR-V~Ep-V,,)fj (p) = ½ tr f 
d 3pzd3p'l d3p~ M~M~M~; M~,5 
(2) (27Q 9 E~E~:E~;E~,: 
>< ({ <PP2 IT l~-)lp ', Pl >f, (P;)f2(Pl) <P', P'zlTI£)IPP2 >A [1 --f, (p) ] [1 -f2 (P=) ] + h.c.} 
- { <PP2 ]T I + ~ IP; P'2 > [ 1 - f  (p',) ] [ 1 -~(p ; )  ] <P'l P; I T }£) ]PP2 > Afl (P)f2(P2) +h.c. ]} ) 
)< (27~)463 (p-t-p2--p ', --p~ ) 6(Ep  +E,,2 --Ep'L -E , /2 ) .  (43) 
,5 The state IP9 P~-" >A denotes the antisymmetrised state IP~' P;-'- > A = IP9 P~= > -- IP'2"- P9 >. 
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Here we used the fact that .2 .2 ~(p -Mp ) is a solution of the LHS of eq. (42). For the sake of clearness, we 
omitted the overall R dependence and denoted the kinetic equation (43) as an operator equation in soin space 
(indicated by the trace-operator). The appearing T-matrix elements are defined as 
P'('~ P'2~'21 T~ +- )lprd P[~ ) ~- ~'~ (P'~)~'~(P'2) (P'~ P'21 T< +- )IP~ P2 ) fflrl (Pl)/~r2 (P2) 
= (p'(;p'2";I T(+ )(Ep~ +Ep2)IPr~'Pr, ~ ) (27[)3~3 (P l - t -p2-p '~ --P'2 ), (44) 
where (p'j p[ I T l+)(z) [pj P2 } satisfies (again as operators in spin space) 
(p'~p~ l T l~ )(z) IP~ P2 "2 = (p'~p'21V~2(z) IP~P2 } 
f d3p ' M~*/2+v,,Mj*/2_v,, 1 ,, + (27~) 3 E* E* (p,p,2 jV,2(z)1½e+p, ,½e_p, , )  l - f~(½P+p") - f2 (~P-p  ) 
l'/2+p" 1"/2-l," z--Epf2+p" -Ee/2_p" +ie 
1 " I " X (~P+p ~P-p  IT I~)(z ) [p ,  p2) .  
The kinetic equation (43) together with the effective interaction given by eq. (45) represent a self-consistent 
set of equations. Written in this way, eq. (43) resembles very much the VUU-equation. However, there is a 
difference in the collision term. The usual gain and loss contributions of it, now consists out of two terms each. 
These two terms only differ in their spin structure and consequently become identical when we consider a spin 
independent system. In that case the collision term becomes a relativistic generalisation of the Uehling- 
Uhlenbeck collision term. The drift term of the kinetic equation (43) corresponds to the one used in calcula- 
tions by Ko et al. [ 13,14 ], Molitoris et al. [ 15 ] and the Giessen group [ 16 ]. In the theoretical studies of Vasak 
et al. [ 17,18 ] and Ivanov [ 19 ] also negative nergy particles are considered. Their drift terms are consistent 
with our equation (42) where the integration over Po is not performed. However, both authors do not derive a 
collision term. As a last comparison we note that when neglecting all medium dependent effects and leave out 
anti-symmetrisation, we recover the kinetic equation of the Groot et al. [ 3 ]. 
The effective interaction given by eq. (45) in fact is a generalised Brueckner interaction. It is somewhat 
fancier than the conventional Brueckner interaction [ 11 ] for two reasons. Firstly, the blocking term in the 
propagator accounts for particle-particle and for hole-hole intermediate states. This can be seen by the equality 
1 -f~ -~ = ( 1 - f j  ) ( 1 -~)  - f~ .  The hole-hole part is neglected in the conventional Brueckner scheme. The 
second sophistication concerns the self-energies involved in the calculation of the single-particle energies Ep. 
From eq. (25) one sees that X I ÷ ~ contains two terms. The first is the usual Brueckner mean-field term while the 
second accounts for contributions coming from collisions. For more details we refer to ref. [9 ]. 
This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" 
(FOM) with financial support of the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek" 
(ZWO). 
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